
The FUSION Partners
FUSION ENHANCE has been developed by leading industry companies 
that have timber at their hearts.

DRESSER MOULDINGS
DRESSER has been supplying the timber trade with the 
highest quality timber mouldings for over 35 years. 
Their experience and knowledge has been incorporated 
into the FUSION ENHANCE cladding designs to ensure 
optimum performance. DRESSER also has the latest coating 
application technologies to provide the fully finished 
cladding products.

www.dressermouldings.com

ARCH TIMBER PROTECTION
ARCH has been pioneering timber protection technologies 
for over 80 years. Its range of proven fire retardant 
impregnation treatments have been used with real 
confidence on construction projects around the world 
for more than 30 years and are approved fire retardants 
products of the UK Wood Protection Association. DRICON 
is the only BBA accredited fire retardant protection for 
timber.

www.archfiretreatments.co.uk

DRYWOOD COATINGS and  
MIGHTON PRODUCTS 
Based in the Netherlands, DRYWOOD Coatings is a 
worldwide specialist in the development and supply of 
water based coatings for timber. The DRYWOOD Firestain 
range of low film building coatings is perfect for timber 
cladding projects providing an environmentally advanced, 
high performance result.

MIGHTON is one of the UK’s leading joinery hardware 
manufacturers and distributors and is the exclusive supplier 
of DRYWOOD Coatings products in the UK. MIGHTON also 
has a wide knowledge and experience of the building 
contractor, renovation and maintenance industries.

www.drywoodcoatings.com         
www.mightonproducts.com

www.dressermouldings.com

For more information on Fusion 
Enhance or its sister product Fusion 
Endure - for alternative exterior 
timber cladding solutions, contact 
a member of our Fusion team at 
Dresser Mouldings on  
01706 658 900.

Alternativey visit our website.

PEFC/16-44-002

Promoting Sustainable
Forest Management

www.pefc.org
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High Performance Decorative Coatings
The FUSION ENHANCE system incorporating DRYWOOD FIRESTAIN from DRYWOOD 

COATINGS, offers the choice of 16 standard opaque, semi-opaque and translucent water 

based decorative finishes.^  Specially developed to maintain the built-in fire protection 

of the timber claddings, these high performance coatings are factory 

applied in controlled conditions to give a professional, durable and easy 

to maintain colour choice for any project. 

Before you specify your cladding, it is advisable to obtain a FUSION 

ENHANCE sample profile with your desired colour and finish applied 

so you can see a true representation of the finished product. We are 

happy to provide this service at a charge of approximately £45 which is 

refundable if an order is placed. Simply contact your FUSION ENHANCE 

representative at Dresser Mouldings - see back page for details.

^ More colour choices are available. Please ask for details.

SLATE GREY  D502 WHITE PINE  D509

BASALT GREY  D501 LIGHT PINE  D511

WINDOW GREY  D503 DARK PINE  D512

EBONY BLACK  D507 OYSTER WHITE  D505

GREY WASH  D510 DARK OAK  D516 10%

LIGHT GREY  D506 LIGHT OAK  D514 10%

WHITE WASH  D508 TEAK  D518 10%

PURE WHITE  D504 MAHOGANY  D513 10%

Cladding Profiles
For interior projects FUSION ENHANCE can be applied to your own timbers or alternatively 

timbers supplied by DRESSER MOULDINGS, to ensure premium in-situ performance and 

style. Although the FUSION ENHANCE system is designed primarily for interior cladding 

applications, it can be used for exterior projects where required. However these exterior 

projects will require a professional and regular coating maintenance cycle to maintain the 

fire retardant properties of the timber. Please contact DRESSER MOULDINGS for advise on 

these factors including cladding profile selection.

Built-In Fire Protection
Building Regulations will often demand an effective fire 

protection for timber claddings used in construction projects. 

Before a decorative coating is applied, FUSION ENHANCE 

timber claddings have a built-in fire retardant protection added - tried, tested and trusted 

DRICON fire retardant from industry leaders in timber protection technologies, ARCH 

TIMBER PROTECTION. This is applied through a controlled pressure impregnation treatment 

to provide a Euroclass B surface spread of flame protection to the timber claddings. A 

humidity resistant fire protection that will last the lifetime of the timber. DRICON is the 

only BBA accredited fire retardant treatment for the protection timber.  

Developed through a unique combination 
of timber industry leading companies, 
fusion enhance is a high performance 
simple to specify, interior timber cladding 
system - with built-in fire protection and 
colour options. 

Any internal timber cladding profile of your 
preference

Built-in DRICON long term fire protection

Choice of 16 standard and fashionable opaque, 
semi-opaque and translucent coatings^

Coating Maintenance
The correct maintenance of FUSION ENHANCE timber cladding is vital in terms of its long 

term fire performance - maintenance specifications are available, please ask for more 

details. If you have chosen to use FUSION ENHANCE claddings for an exterior application 

it MUST HAVE an appropriate and regular maintenance programme, according to the 

manufacturer’s recommendations, to ensure the fire protection properties are retained.

If you DO NOT intend to maintain the coating for 

exterior applications we suggest using our FUSION 

ENDURE cladding system, which does not require 

coating maintenance to retain the fire protection 

properties of the claddings.

IF FIRE PROTECTION IS DEMANDED, IT IS THE SPECIFIERS’ RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THE 

CORRECT INSTALLATION.


